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Harmonising and merging data collected under different statistical classifications, taxonomies or 
nomenclatures is often required to analyse and compare social, political and economic phenomena across time 
or countries. Procedures used to achieve comparability are broadly known as Ex-Post Harmonisation, and 
include the transformation of data collected under a source taxonomy into harmonised data classified 
according to a target taxonomy. We refer to this sub-task as a Cross-Taxonomy Transformation, and 
encapsulate the transformation logic in a new information structure: the Crossmap.

Crossmaps: A principled approach to ex-post data harmonisation and dataset integration

Crossmaps integrates multiple 

complementary perspectives from graph 

theory, matrix algebra and relational 

databases to explore properties of ex-post 

harmonised datasets and unify related 

cross-taxonomy transformation workflows.

v

Cross-Taxonomy Transformation is an 
imputation from source to target data

v

Transformation logic can be 
validated via graph properties
instead of ad-hoc assertions or
line-by-line code review

v

Data transformation can be implemented using 
validated crossmaps via matrix multiplication [1] 
performed as database operations on the edge list [2]

v

Bi-graph visualisation and 
summary techniques can be 
used to design data provenance 
documentation [3]

v

Crossmaps is a unified framework for specifying, validating, implementing, 
documenting and analysing cross-taxonomy transformations

v

Metrics based on crossmap properties 
can be used to quantify and compare:
• How does the degree and extent of 

imputation differ between crossmaps?
• How robust are downstream results to 

alternative harmonisation designs?
• How much imputation has been performed 

on a given dataset with a given crossmap?
• Which observations in a harmonised dataset 

have undergone the most (or least) 
transformation?
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